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Abstract Results from a range of Earth System and climate models of various resolution run under
high‐CO2 emission scenarios challenge the paradigm that seafloor CaCO3 dissolution will grow in extent
and intensify as ocean acidification develops over the next century. Under the “business as usual,” RCP8.5
scenario, CaCO3 dissolution increases in some areas of the deep ocean, such as the eastern central Pacific
Ocean, but is projected to decrease in the Northern Pacific and abyssal Atlantic Ocean by the year 2100.
The flux of CaCO3 to the seafloor and bottom‐current speeds, both of which are expected to decrease globally
through the 21st century, govern changes in benthic CaCO3 dissolution rates over 53% and 31% of the
dissolving seafloor, respectively. Below the calcite compensation depth, a reduced CaCO3 flux to the
CaCO3‐free seabed modulates the amount of CaCO3 material dissolved at the sediment‐water interface.
Slower bottom‐water circulation leads to thicker diffusive boundary layers above the sediment bed and a
consequent stronger transport barrier to CaCO3 dissolution. While all investigated models predict a
weakening of bottom current speeds over most of the seafloor by the end of the 21st century, strong
discrepancies exist in the magnitude of the predicted speeds. Overall, the poor performance of most models
in reproducing modern bottom‐water velocities and CaCO3 rain rates coupled with the existence of large
disparities in predicted bottom‐water chemistry across models hampers our ability to robustly estimate the
magnitude and temporal evolution of anthropogenic CaCO3 dissolution rates and the associated
anthropogenic CO2 neutralization.
Plain language summary Carbon dioxide (CO2), produced and released to the atmosphere by
human activities, has been accumulating in the oceans for two centuries and will continue to do so well
beyond the end of this century if emissions are not curbed. One direct consequence of CO2 buildup in the
ocean is the acidification of seawater. Calcite, a mineral secreted by many organisms living in the surface
ocean to produce their shells and skeletons, covers a large part of the seafloor and acts as a natural antacid,
neutralizing this excess CO2. Model projections for the 21st century, under a “business as usual” scenario,
reveal that seawater will become more corrosive to this mineral, but calcite dissolution at the seafloor will
only increase slightly due to reductions in bottom‐current speeds and in the amount of calcite particles
delivered to the seafloor over that period. These results indicate that the neutralization of human‐made CO2
by calcite dissolution at the seafloor may take longer than previously anticipated.
1. Introduction
Anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) has been accumulating in the atmosphere since the beginning of the
industrial era and, according to projections of future emissions, will continue to do so well beyond the
end of this century (Collins et al., 2013; Meinshausen et al., 2011). The global, mean atmospheric CO2 con-
centration was ~280 parts per million (ppm) in 1750 (Joos & Spahni, 2008), reached 405 ppm in 2017
(Dlugokencky & Tans, 2018), and may exceed 1,000 ppm by 2100 according to the “business as usual”
Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5; van Vuuren et al., 2011), a high‐CO2 emission scenario
in which no specific climate mitigation action is taken (Riahi et al., 2011). Each year, about 25% of the
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anthropogenic carbon emitted into the atmosphere is absorbed by the ocean (Le Quéré et al., 2018). The
absorption of CO2 in seawater leads to a measurable pH decrease, which, in turn, reduces the carbonate
ion (CO3
2‐) concentration and lowers the saturation state of seawater with respect to calcium carbonate
minerals (CaCO3; e.g., calcite or aragonite), favoring their dissolution and impeding their precipitation
(Mackenzie & Andersson, 2013). These conditions are expected to intensify over the next centuries
(Boudreau et al., 2010; Boudreau et al., 2018; Caldeira & Wickett, 2003; Orr et al., 2005). Recent research
has indicated that the rate of anthropogenic carbon release is higher than during any other comparable event
over at least the past 66 million years, highlighting the exceptional nature and rate of ongoing acidification
(Zeebe et al., 2016). It is critical that scientists and policy makers obtain accurate estimates of the time scales
over which marine ecosystems will be impacted by this anthropogenic ocean acidification.
Two hypothetical pathways can be considered for the evolution of ocean acidification in a high‐CO2 world.
In a poorly chemically buffered ocean, CO2 accumulation and the resulting seawater‐pH decline are rapid,
leading to runaway ocean acidification. In contrast, a well‐buffered ocean can slow down the pH change
through negative feedback mechanisms, whose kinetics then control the ocean recovery time toward its pre-
acidification state once anthropogenic CO2 emissions are curbed. One of these feedback mechanisms, the
dissolution of marine CaCO3 minerals, is thought to be the major sink for anthropogenic CO2 on the time
scale of decades to millennia (Archer et al., 2009; Ridgwell & Hargreaves, 2007) and is described by the
overall reaction:
CaCO3 þ CO2 þH2O↔2HCO3− þ Ca2þ: (1)
Modern CaCO3‐rich sediments (>30% of the sediment dry weight) cover a third of the seafloor (Dutkiewicz
et al., 2015; Morse &Mackenzie, 1990). The distribution and CaCO3 content of sediment are a function of the
CaCO3 production and export from the surface ocean; dilution of sedimentary CaCO3 by authigenic and sili-
ciclastic materials; and, most importantly, in situ dissolution, which is a function of the saturation state of










where the square brackets indicate total concentrations in seawater in mol/kg and Ksp* is the stoichiometric
solubility constant of the mineral of interest (mol2/kg2) at in situ temperature, pressure, and salinity
(Millero, 1995; Mucci, 1983). If Ω is lower than 1, seawater is undersaturated with respect to the CaCO3
phase of interest (e.g., calcite or aragonite), which should dissolve if present. Although biogenic aragonite,
calcite, andmagnesian calcites dominate in the marine environment, only calcite and lowmagnesian‐calcite
phases (MgCO3 < 4% by mole) persist in deep‐sea sediments (Morse et al., 2007). As ocean acidification
intensifies, the area of the seafloor covered by undersaturated waters will increase, and more dissolution
of CaCO3 minerals at the seafloor is expected (Alexander et al., 2015; Archer et al., 2009; Boudreau et al.,
2010; Ridgwell & Hargreaves, 2007). It is this additional dissolution that neutralizes excess CO2 and allows
projections for the ocean to return to its preacidification state on a multimillennial time scale after anthro-
pogenic emissions are curbed (Boudreau et al., 2018; Ciais et al., 2013).
Currently, 55% of the anthropogenic CO2 in the ocean is stored in the top 100 m of the water column, while
the deep‐ocean reservoir (i.e., below ~1,000 m), which represents 76% of the ocean volume, contains only 4%
of the anthropogenic CO2 (from the data of Khatiwala et al., 2009). Through the advection of anthropogenic
CO2‐rich surface waters to the deep ocean (see, e.g., MacGilchrist et al., 2019), additional anthropogenic CO2
will invade the deep sea as CO2 emissions continue throughout and beyond the 21st century. Whereas most
research to date has focused on quantifying anthropogenic CO2 invasion in the framework of global carbon
budget considerations (e.g., Anderson et al., 1998; Khatiwala et al., 2009) or across targeted
surface/intermediate waters (e.g., Bates et al., 2012; Carter et al., 2017), the penetration of anthropogenic
CO2 to the abyssal ocean and its impact on pH has not been extensively modeled or monitored. An accurate
characterization of bottom‐water chemistry and ocean currents is needed to assess the response of
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carbonate‐rich sediments at the seafloor to anthropogenic acidification. Measurable amounts
(i.e., >4 μmol/kg) of anthropogenic CO2 have been reported in the bottom waters of the Atlantic (Chen,
1982; Körtzinger et al., 1998; Lauvset et al., 2016; McNeil et al., 2003; Perez et al., 2018; Wanninkhof
et al., 2013; Woosley et al., 2016), Pacific (Sabine et al., 2002), Arctic (Vázquez‐Rodríguez et al., 2009), and
Southern (Chen, 1982; Lauvset et al., 2016) Oceans.
In a recent study, Sulpis et al. (2018) showed that anthropogenic bottom‐water acidification is now suffi-
ciently advanced to trigger significant sedimentary calcite dissolution in the northwestern Atlantic and
the southern extents of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans. Here, we use a diversity of Earth System
and climate models to test the premise that over the next century, seafloor calcite dissolution will grow in
extent and intensity as acidification persists. To do so, we estimate how global anthropogenic dissolution
fluxes at the seafloor will evolve between 2006 and 2100. Subsequently, we test the dependency of benthic
dissolution rates to various variables, such as the bottom‐water dissolved inorganic carbon concentration
and current velocities. Finally, we discuss the need for specific observational constraints to improve relevant
model parameterizations.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Models and Data
Seawater chemical variables spanning the period 2006 to 2100 were extracted from the RCP8.5 simulations
of three different models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5): the Global
Coupled Climate‐Carbon Earth SystemModel ESM 2M (Dunne, John, et al., 2012; Dunne et al., 2013) devel-
oped at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory at Princeton, the IPSL‐CM5A Medium Resolution
Earth System Model (Dufresne et al., 2013) developed at the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, and the
Hadley Global Environment Model 2 – Carbon Cycle (HadGEM2; Bellouin et al., 2007; Collins et al.,
2011) developed at the U.K. Met Office Hadley Centre. Although numerous other CMIP5 models exist, we
chose to limit our analysis to these three CMIP5 models for consistency, as they are the only CMIP5 models
for which all the bottom‐water variables of interest were available. We used annual averages of total alkali-
nity (TA), dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), in situ temperature (T), practical salinity (SP), dissolved inor-
ganic silica concentration ([dSi]), soluble reactive phosphate concentration ([SRP]), sinking calcite flux
(F), and seawater (near‐)bottom velocity (U). The variable [SRP] was not available for the HADGEM2C‐
CC simulation and set at 2 μmol/kg based on Version 2 Global Ocean Data Analysis Project data (Lauvset
et al., 2016). All model outputs were horizontally regridded onto the 1° × 1° grid of the World Ocean
Atlas. For latitude‐longitude coordinate, the deepest layer of the model was considered to be representative
of bottomwaters. For each model, the bottom‐water carbonate ion concentration ([CO3
2‐]SW) was computed
using the MATLAB version of the CO2SYS algorithm (Pierrot et al., 2006; van Heuven et al., 2011), based on
bottom‐water TA, DIC, T, SP, [dSi], and [SRP], using the carbonic acid dissociation constants (K1
* and K2
*)
from Lueker et al. (2000) and the HSO4
‐ dissociation constant from Dickson (1990). We propagated errors in
inorganic carbon chemistry according to Orr et al. (2018). In situ temperature and seawater density were
computed using the MATLAB version of the GSW Oceanographic Toolbox (McDougall & Barker, 2011).
2.2. CaCO3 Dissolution Rate Calculation
As the salinity of the deep ocean is nearly invariant and the seawater calcium concentration ([Ca2+]SW) is
practically conservative (i.e., [Ca2+]SW = f (SP)), the saturation state of the deep ocean with respect to calcite,
ΩC, see equation (2), can be represented simply by [CO3
2‐]SW/[CO3
2‐]eq, where [CO3
2‐]eq is the seawater car-
bonate ion concentration at equilibrium with calcite. [CO3
2‐]eq was estimated from the equations presented
in Boudreau, Middelburg, and Meysman (2010), using [Ca2+] computed from SP following Riley and
Tongudai (1967) and the calcite stoichiometric solubility constant (Ksp
*) at in situ T, SP (Mucci, 1983), and
pressure (P; Millero, 1995).
The depth below which seawater becomes undersaturated with respect to calcite (i.e., ΩC < 1 or [CO3
2‐]
SW < [CO3
2‐]eq) is referred to as the calcite saturation depth (CSD). For each model, the CSD was computed
for each year from 2006 to 2100 using seawater density, [Ca2+]SW, [CO3
2‐]SW, Ksp
*, and the equations of
Boudreau, Middelburg, andMeysman (2010). Below the CSD, seawater is undersaturated with respect to cal-
cite, and dissolution should, according to classical chemical kinetics theory, occur at a rate determined by
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the slowest step of the overall reaction (equation (1); Morse & Arvidson, 2002; Naviaux et al., 2019). The
slowest step or “kinetic barrier” controlling the rate of calcite dissolution at the seafloor is either the trans-
port of molecular reactants and products across the diffusive boundary layer (DBL; Schlichting, 1979) at the
sediment‐water interface (typically a few hundred micrometers to a few millimeters thick for deep‐sea con-
ditions; Sulpis et al., 2018), or processes within the sediment such as molecular diffusion through the pore-
waters and reactions at mineral grain surfaces (Boudreau, 2013; Boudreau & Guinasso, 1982; Sulpis et al.,
2017). In the first case, the dissolution reaction is termed “water‐side transport‐controlled” and is strongly
dependent on the current speed (U) of the overlying waters (Boudreau & Jørgensen, 2001; Dade, 1993;
Steinberger & Hondzo, 1999). Fast bottom currents flatten the DBL and reduce the time necessary for reac-
tants and reaction products to cross the DBL, enhancing the dissolution rate. Conversely, slow bottom‐water
currents thicken the DBL and impede the dissolution reaction. When processes within the sediment control
the dissolution rate, the reaction is termed “sediment‐side controlled” and is independent of the overlying
water current speed. Currently, calcite dissolution is water‐side transport controlled over most of the sea-
floor but switches to sediment‐side control in areas where sediments are calcite poor (Boudreau, 2013;
Sulpis et al., 2018). Under this formalism, the dissolution rate is expressed as the product of an overall mass
transfer coefficient and a concentration gradient, that is, the deficit in CO3
2‐ that drives the
dissolution reaction.








where k* is the CO3
2‐ overall mass transfer coefficient (m/a),
k* ¼ kSβð Þ kS þ βð Þ−1; (4)
where ks is the sediment‐side CO3
2‐mass transfer coefficient (m/a) and β is the water‐side (DBL) CO3
2‐mass
transfer coefficient (m/a).
The Calcite Compensation Depth (CCD) is the depth at which the calcite dissolution rate at the sediment‐
water interface equals the sinking flux of calcite delivered to the seafloor, referred to as the rain rate
(F; Bramlette, 1961; Edmond, 1974). At steady state (e.g., preindustrial conditions), sediments are calcite‐free
below the CCD. Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, as anthropogenic CO2 spreads through the
deep sea, the oceans are no longer at a steady state, and both the CCD and CSD have been shoaling
(Boudreau, Middelburg, Hofmann, & Meysman, 2010; Feely et al., 2002; Sulpis et al., 2018). As the CCD
shoals, calcitic particles reaching sediments between the rising CCD and the preindustrial CCD dissolve
completely at the sediment‐water interface, but the underlying sediments, although now sitting below the
CCD, will not become calcite‐free for several tens of thousands of years, far beyond the time scale over which
this study is focusing (Boudreau & Luo, 2017). Below the preindustrial CCD, calcite does not accumulate in
sediments because F is compensated entirely by dissolution. Thus, below the preindustrial CCD,
r ¼ F: (5)
For sediments between the preindustrial CCD and the rising CCD, the net dissolution rate is given by the
sum of the carbonate rain rate and the dissolution rate of sediments previously deposited—the sum of equa-
tions (3) and (5):








where F, k*, [CO3
2‐]eq and [CO3
2‐]SW all vary in time. Above the contemporary CCD, the rate is computed
using equation (3). Here, we use the preindustrial CCD values from Sulpis et al. (2018), which are based
on measured CaCO3 sediment contents, and initially set the 2006 CCD values to the present‐day CCD values
computed by Sulpis et al. (2018). For each CMIP5 model, the CCD is subsequently allowed to move freely
throughout the 21st century as the simulated seawater chemistry (i.e., [CO3
2‐]SW), F, and k
* evolve in time
according to the equations described in Boudreau, Middelburg, and Meysman (2010). Because the initial
CCD values were computed from basin‐averaged sediment‐CaCO3 content profiles (see Sulpis et al., 2018),
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CCD predictions are only relevant where the sediment‐CaCO3 distribution is controlled by vertical
dissolution/deposition fluxes rather than lateral accumulation (i.e., CaCO3 from turbidites or rivers). As
the Southern and Arctic Oceans appear to fall in the category of lateral‐transport dominated regions, and
due to the lack of data in these regions, we exclude the Southern and Arctic Oceans (below 60°S and above
60°N, respectively) and the seafloor shallower than 300 m from our analysis. F, the calcite rain rate, was
taken as the deepest simulated sinking calcite flux, expressed in mol·m‐2·a‐1, which we assume to be repre-
sentative of the calcite flux reaching the seafloor.
β (see equation (4)) was derived from the in situ diffusion coefficient of CO3
2‐ (Zeebe, 2011), the in situ mole-
cular kinematic viscosity of seawater and bottom speeds (U) for each model, using the equations presented
in Sulpis et al. (2018). U was computed as the sum of TPXO9.1 tidal velocities (Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002;
downloaded from http://volkov.oce.orst.edu/tides/ and horizontally regridded onto the 1° × 1° grid of the
World Ocean Atlas) and annual averages of the resolved horizontal velocities in the deepest layer of each
CMIP5 model under the RCP8.5 scenario. Whereas model‐resolved velocities change through time, as pre-
dicted by each CMIP5 model, TPXO9.1 tidal velocities were assumed constant, given that the effect of cli-
mate variability on tidal currents is negligible (Saynisch et al., 2016). U does not include parameterized
velocities, such as those arising from the Gent and McWilliams scheme that most models use (see Gent &
McWilliams, 1990; Griffies, 1998), because these velocities were not available in the model output. The role
of subgrid‐scale processes will be discussed in section 4.2. The resulting β distribution is shown in Figure S1
in the supporting information. Since β is dependent on seawater viscosity, it is impacted by variations of sea-
water T and SP. βwas allowed to evolve as a function ofU, T, and SP between 2006 and 2100, and the impacts
of this varying β on the dissolution rates were quantified. kS, the sediment‐side mass transfer coefficient, was
computed from the CaCO3 content of the sediments, taken from Sulpis et al. (2018), and set constant
throughout the analysis timeframe. The resulting end‐of‐the‐century kS and the overall mass transfer coeffi-
cient, k*, computed from equation (4), are shown in Figure S1.
2.3. Bottom Currents Across Models
In order to accurately estimate the response of the seafloor to future climate changes, a reliable representa-
tion and projection of bottom‐current speeds are required. To evaluate the accuracy of the model‐predicted
bottom‐current speeds, the nontidal component of these speeds were compared to a new compilation of cur-
rent‐meter data. The evolution of bottom currents throughout the 21st century was also compared between
different coarse resolution models (~1° × ~1°) under RCP8.5 without tides. The current‐speed spread
between these models is hereafter termed the CMIP5‐intermodel spread. In addition, to evaluate the impact
of model horizontal resolution on the representation of bottom‐current speeds, output of a suite of three cli-
mate models of different resolution (the CM2‐O suite) were compared. The CM2‐O suite includes CM2.6
(Griffies et al., 2015; Winton et al., 2014), which uses a (1/10)° horizontal resolution, CM2.5 (Delworth
et al., 2012), with a (1/4)° horizontal resolution, and CM2‐1deg (Griffies et al., 2015), with a 1° horizontal
resolution. The CM2‐O models were run under an atmospheric partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) increase of
1%/year for 70 years starting at 286 ppm. This idealized CO2 concentration scenario is similar to the
RCP8.5 scenario used in the three CMIP5 models investigated in this study. Finally, we also used four simu-
lations from the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM; Trossman et al., 2016; an ocean‐sea ice model
forced with atmospheric reanalyses—note that these simulations are of the present‐day ocean only). Two of
the HYCOM simulations were run in a (1/12)° configuration, and two were run in a (1/25)° configuration,
with each configuration comprising one simulation that included a parameterized topographic internal lee
wave drag, and another simulation without it, as described in Trossman et al. (2016). Here, “wave drag”
refers to the momentum sink associated with the generation of internal lee waves and accounts for a break-
ing effect when the geostrophic flow impinges upon rough topography, based on the theory of Garner (2005)
and applied in Trossman et al. (2013). Analogous to the CMIP5 models, neither the CM2‐O models nor
HYCOM currently include tides.
The current‐meter data set contains measurements described by Trossman et al. (2016) and Luecke et al.
(2017). In order to remove tidal currents from the measurements, a low‐pass filter was applied to each
current‐meter record. Only records containing a minimum of 105 days of observations were considered, fol-
lowing Timko et al. (2013). At each location, measurements within 500 m of the seafloor were averaged and
considered to be representative of bottom currents, for comparison with bottom‐current values simulated by
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models. We chose to average current‐meter measurements over the bottom 500 m because these values are
close to the vertical resolution in the deepest layers of the models, where the current speed comparison takes
place. There is a trade‐off between the decreasing number of observations available as we get closer to the
seafloor and the representativeness of the current speeds farther from the seafloor. An upper boundary at
500m above the seafloor allows us to resolve an entire model layer, as well as having a reasonably large num-
ber of current‐meter observations. Using only data at locations where at least two instruments were available
within the bottom 500m, with seafloor depths exceeding 1,000m, our current‐meter data set comprises mea-
sured current speeds over 378 locations.
3. Results
3.1. Modeled Changes in Bottom‐Water Properties Under the RCP8.5 Scenario
According to the CMIP5 model mean temperature predictions throughout this century, an important warm-
ing of bottomwaters occurs near the continents, where the seafloor is shallow, and in the Southern Ocean, as
shown in Figure 1a and in Purkey and Johnson (2010). Conversely, the bottom‐water temperatures in the
northwestern Atlantic display a sharp cooling of ~0.6 °C by the end of this century, in agreement with the
current abyssal cooling trend in this basin (Desbruyères et al., 2016). This is likely attributable to the decline
in the meridional overturning circulation strength because the overturning cell becomes shallower and less
heat is transported from the surface to the abyss (Caesar et al., 2018; Rhein et al., 2011; Thornalley et al.,
2018; Zhang, 2008). Globally, under the RCP8.5 scenario, mean bottom‐water temperatures are projected
to increase by ~0.2 °C between the first and the last 30 years of this century. Concomitantly, an important
freshening of bottom waters is projected in high boreal latitudes, while bottom waters in the Southern
Ocean become saltier (Figure 1b), in line with the results of Heuzé et al. (2015) and Meijers (2014). In con-
trast, recent studies have reported freshening of Antarctic Bottom Waters (AABW), based on hydrographic
data, that is thought to be caused by glacial melting (Menezes et al., 2017; Purkey & Johnson, 2013). Warmer
and saltier AABWwould be consistent with reduced ventilation in this area (de Lavergne et al., 2014), as pre-
dicted by ESM 2M (Figure S2), as weakening deep convection around Antarctica brings less, relatively cold
and fresher waters to the bottom. Coarse resolution climate models, such as the CMIP5 models used here,
generally form AABW by open‐ocean convection, something that is thought to rarely happen in nature.
Only very fine resolution (greater than 0.1°) models are able to form some AABW from dense water gener-
ated on the shelf cascading to the abyss (e.g. Bryan et al., 2014; Dufour et al., 2017; Newsom et al., 2016).
Global bottom‐water DIC rises by an average of 9 μmol/kg, a 0.4% increase relative to the beginning of
the century (Figure 1c). Some of the largest bottom‐water DIC increases are projected to occur in the
northern Atlantic where the bottom waters are youngest (Huiskamp & Meissner, 2012; Matsumoto,
2007) and rich in anthropogenic CO2. In the Labrador Sea and at the southern edge of Greenland,
the DIC increases are as high as +70 μmol/kg, a ~3% increase relative to the beginning of the century.
We also note an acute increase (+~40 μmol/kg) of DIC along the western fringe of the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans. A weaker but more spatially extended DIC increase of ~10 μmol/kg in the southern half
of the globe is also predicted, which can be attributed partly to the northward spreading of the dense
and young AABW (de Lavergne et al., 2017; Gebbie & Huybers, 2012). The elongated positive DIC
anomaly in the low latitudes of the Pacific Ocean (i.e., between Peru and Melanesia) is driven by an
accumulation of metabolic CO2, as an increase in both the age of bottom waters (see Figure S2) and
the particulate organic carbon sinking flux (see Figure S3) is predicted in this area. Older bottom waters
may reflect weakened bottom currents (see section 4.2) and/or reduced bottom‐water mixing. Older bot-
tom waters accumulate more metabolic products (nutrients, DIC) resulting from the oxic catabolism of
sinking organic material, explaining the positive anomaly in DIC, [SRP], and [dSi] in the equatorial
Pacific, Southern Ocean, and Northern Atlantic.
Under the RCP8.5 scenario, the global mean bottom‐water TA is stable, increasing by only ~0.5 μmol/kg dur-
ing the 21st century (Figure 1d). Potential sources for TA include CaCO3 dissolution and the addition of
nutrients (SRP or dSi) to seawater. In fact, bottom‐water SRP (Figure 1e) and dSi (Figure 1f) concentrations
strongly increase in the Atlantic Ocean, while they decrease in the Arctic Ocean, as seen in Figures 1e and 1f,
and the relative changes in TA, SRP, and dSi are highly correlated in most of the bottom waters, as shown in
Figure S4.
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The modeled changes in U are spatially highly heterogeneous (Figure 1g) making it challenging to identify
coherent regional modifications. Nevertheless, in a warm, high‐CO2 world, the CMIP5 model mean U glob-
ally declines by ~2% (between 1% and 3%, depending on the model) by the end of the century. Bottom cur-
rents weaken notably near the equator and Northern Atlantic, and by up to 40% by the end of the century
offshore of Newfoundland.
Finally, the downward flux of calcite reaching the seafloor, F, is predicted to show a ubiquitous decline
(Figure 1h). The CMIP5 model mean F decreases by 25% (between 11% and 48%, depending on the model)
by the end of the 21st century. We attribute this abated F to reduced surface production and export, and
increased water‐column CaCO3 dissolution. Although the magnitude of F decline is greater at low latitudes
where the CaCO3 rain rate is highest, the relative F decline is greater and more important at high latitudes.
Figure 1. Changes (Δ) in bottom‐water (a) temperature (ΔT), (b) practical salinity (ΔSP), (c) dissolved inorganic carbon concentration (ΔDIC), (d) total
alkalinity (ΔTA), (e) soluble reactive phosphate concentration (Δ[SRP]), (f) dissolved inorganic silica concentration (Δ[dSi]), (g) bottom‐current speed (ΔU),
and (h) calcite flux to the seafloor (ΔF) between the first 30 years (2006–2035) and the last 30 years (2071–2100) of the CMIP5 model mean, under the RCP8.5
scenario. Each map is associated with an adjacent plot that shows the annual mean of the globally averaged variables for the CMIP5 model mean (black dashed
line), ESM 2M (orange line), HadGEM2 (pink line), and IPSL (red line) between 2006 and 2100. Qualitative results from Mann‐Kendall trend tests (Kendall, 1975;
Mann, 1945) performed on the globally averaged CMIP5 model mean values between 2006 and 2100 are also shown. This test identifies whether there is a
consistently increasing or decreasing monotonic trend. The sign of the trend for each variable is depicted with green arrows for statistically significant increasing
trends, red arrows for statistically significant decreasing trends, and tilde symbols for diverging trends. Statistics associated with each trend test are reported in Table
S1. Gray‐shaded regions are areas where models disagree regarding the sign of the trend.
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By the end of this century (i.e., average 2071–2100) and outside of the high latitudes, the CMIP5 model mean
CSD will be 2,041 m, which is 146 m shallower than the 2006–2035 average value. In comparison, Sulpis
et al. (2018) computed a CSD rise of 142 m between the end of the preindustrial period (i.e., 1800) and
2002. These results suggest that the CSD rise is accelerating as we go further into the Anthropocene.
3.2. Calcite Dissolution Rate
At the end of the 21st century, the fastest benthic CaCO3 dissolution (r) will occur in the equatorial Pacific
(Figure 2a), where bottom waters are strongly undersaturated with respect to calcite, sediments are rich in
CaCO3, and bottom currents are fast (see Figure S1). Areas located between the preindustrial and the rising
CCD, which corresponds to topographic highs, are associated with important dissolution rate increases,
while the deeper areas of the ocean, located below the preindustrial CCD, show a dissolution rate decrease.
In the eastern equatorial Pacific, meridional shifts in bottom currents will cause abrupt changes in the
benthic dissolution rates. In the northern half of the central Pacific, between the Fiji Plateau and the
Aleutian Trench, a large area of reduced r will develop, explained primarily by a drop in F (Figure 3b). In
this area, except for the Hawaiian archipelago, the seafloor is located below the CCD. Thus, the calcite dis-
solution rate at the seafloor is constrained by the calcite rain rate, according to equation (5), regardless of any
DBL limitation and, thus, independent of bottom currents. The same is true for the southern extents of the
Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans, where most of the seafloor is below the CCD and seafloor dissolution
depends only on rain rate changes. Although a large amount of anthropogenic CO2 enters the deep ocean in
the North Atlantic, this CO2 does not spread into the deepest layers of the abyssal Atlantic (see Figure 1). In
fact, most of the seafloor in this basin is covered by colder and denser AABW (Johnson, 2008; Morozov et al.,
2010), nearly devoid of anthropogenic CO2 except for its most southern extent (Ríos et al., 2015), as it takes
several centuries for the AABW to reach the Equator in the Atlantic Ocean basin (Huiskamp &
Meissner, 2012).
By isolating the effect of each controlling variable on the overall benthic dissolution rate (Figure 3a), we
reveal that while increasing bottom‐water DIC globally drives the dissolution rate up during the 21st cen-
tury, bottom‐water total alkalinity (TA), bottom‐current speeds (U), and calcite rain rates (F) lower the dis-
solution rate. A reduction in the calcite flux reaching the deep ocean (F) leads to a lower dissolution rate
below the CCD, according to equations (5) and (6), and causes the CCD to rise much faster (Boudreau,
Middelburg, & Meysman, 2010). We estimate that the CMIP5 model mean world‐averaged CCD will rise
from 4,465 ± 378 m at the beginning of the 21st century to 3,677 ± 715 m by the end of the century—a
Figure 2. CMIP5 model mean (a) calcite dissolution rate (r) at the sediment‐water interface averaged between 2071 and
2100 and (b) change in the dissolution rate (Δr) between the first 30 years and the last 30 years of the 21st century.
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788 ± 809 m shoaling in less than a century. Whereas 83 to 168 × 106 km2 (28% to 57%) of the seafloor are
located below the CCD at the beginning of the century (outside of high latitudes), this area grows to
between 130 and 243 × 106 km2 (45% to 83%) by the end of the century. In other words, due to the
predicted CCD rise, 61 ± 70 × 106 km2 (21 ± 24%) of the seafloor could switch from being the locus of net
CaCO3 accumulation to net dissolution. Changes in F dominate the 21st century benthic dissolution rate
variations over most of the high latitudes and deep abyssal plains, as the seafloor in these areas resides,
for the most part, below the CCD. DIC‐ and TA‐driven dissolution rate changes are more important in
shallower areas, corresponding to topographic highs or coastal areas, as shown in Figure 3b. Finally, the
global decrease in bottom‐current speeds increases the average DBL thickness and leads to a small but
widespread slowdown of the calcite dissolution rate at the seafloor. Dissolution rate reduction due to
bottom‐current changes is important at low latitudes, and over the mid‐ocean Indian and Pacific ridges
(Figure 3b). Globally, throughout the 21st century and under RCP8.5, the calcite rain rate (F) and bottom‐
current speed (U) govern the seafloor calcite dissolution rate changes over 53% and 31% of the dissolving
seafloor (i.e., the area of the seafloor overlain by undersaturated bottom waters), respectively. Other
factors, such as DIC and TA, dominate the calcite dissolution changes over much smaller portions of the
seafloor (13% and 3%, respectively). Variations of bottom‐water T, SP, [SRP], and [dSi] do not exert a
strong influence on the benthic dissolution rate, as each impact the rate by less than 1% throughout the
21st century.
4. Discussion
4.1. Formulating Calcite Dissolution in Sediments
The novelty of the present approach rests with the inclusion of the effects of both bottom‐water chemistry
and current velocity information on dissolution rates. Doing so, we are able to identify areas of focused dis-
solution where high bottom‐water velocities are prevalent as well as areas where climate warming reduces
such velocities and associated dissolution. Nevertheless, our dissolution rate model does not include oxic or
anoxic respiration‐driven dissolution. In Figure 4, we provide a comparison of our 2006–2035 dissolution
rates with those obtained by Dunne, Hales, and Toggweiler (2012). The model developed by Dunne,
Hales, and Toggweiler (2012) accounts for organic matter respiration within the oxic zone of the
Figure 3. (a) CMIP5 model mean temporal evolution of the global‐averaged benthic dissolution rate anomaly relative to
2006 (Δr) and the respective contributions of U (light blue), DIC (red), TA (yellow), and F (dark blue) to the dissolution
rate anomaly. Respective contributions of each variable were estimated by computing the dissolution rate through
time when all variables are kept constant throughout the 21st century, except for the variable whose contribution is to be
quantified. (b) Geographical distribution of the primary driver of the benthic dissolution rate, variables with the highest
correlation coefficient (R2) resulting from a multiple multivariate linear regression of r against U, DIC, TA, and F.
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sediments, and metabolic CO2 production, which can locally reduce the porewater calcite saturation state
and trigger dissolution regardless of the overlying water column chemistry (Archer, 1996; Hales, 2003;
Mekik et al., 2002). As our computations do not consider metabolic dissolution, our model underestimates
dissolution rates relative to those derived by Dunne, Hales, and Toggweiler (2012) in areas of high organic
carbon fluxes at the seafloor (Figure 5d). In these areas, future changes in organic carbon fluxes to the
seafloor (e.g., see Figure S3) could affect calcite dissolution in sediments.
Likewise, other factors such as changes in bottom‐water temperatures or dissolved oxygen concentrations
could influence the activity of burrowing organisms, enhancing or impeding bioirrigation or bioturbation,
processes that can locally modify porewater solute distributions and fluxes across the sediment‐water inter-
face (Boudreau & Jørgensen, 2001; Meysman et al., 2006; Teal et al., 2008). Regrettably, in the absence of
observations of changes in deep‐sea burrowing organism activity and/or in benthic organic carbon fluxes,
we cannot expand on this further.
On the other hand, the model of Dunne, Hales, and Toggweiler (2012) does not take into consideration the
presence of a current‐speed dependent DBL above the sediment‐water interface. Most sediment models pub-
lished to date either ignore the presence of a DBL above the sediment‐water interface or consider a DBLwith
a thickness set to a constant arbitrary value (Archer et al., 2002; Boudreau, 1996; Hales, 2003; Heinze et al.,
1999; Munhoven, 2007; Tschumi et al., 2011; van Cappellen & Wang, 1996). Instead, the DBL thickness
should be expressed as a function of current speed, as formulated by various authors (Boudreau &
Guinasso, 1982; Higashino & Stefan, 2004; Levich, 1962; Sulpis et al., 2018) and confirmed by experimental-
ists (Larkum et al., 2003; Lorke et al., 2003; Santschi et al., 1983; Santschi et al., 1991). As shown in Figure 4,
the present study, which uses a current‐speed dependent DBL thickness, predicts dissolution rates that are
higher than those derived by Dunne, Hales, and Toggweiler (2012) in areas of fast bottom currents. Future
Figure 4. (a) Dissolution rates from Dunne, Hales, and Toggweiler (2012), which we term Fdis. The Fdis values from
Dunne, Hales, and Toggweiler (2012) were computed by subtracting their final modeled calcite burial flux from their
final modelled calcite bottom flux. Hence, Fdis does not necessarily represents the dissolution rate of calcite at the
sediment‐water interface, but rather the fraction of the calcite flux to the bottom that is being dissolved either at the
sediment‐water interface or within the sediment porewaters. (b) Scatter plot that compares r values from this study with
Fdis values from Dunne, Hales, and Toggweiler (2012). The flux of organic carbon to the bottom is taken from Dunne,
Hales, and Toggweiler (2012). The correlation coefficient (R2) describing the agreement between r and Fdis values is also
shown.
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research efforts should focus on developing sediment modules inclusive of both sedimentary organic carbon
degradation and mass transfer through a DBL of variable thickness.
According to our calculations, 25.3 ± 16.0 Tmol of CaCO3 dissolves each year at the sediment‐water interface
at the beginning of the 21st century. In contrast, using the data of Dunne, Hales, and Toggweiler (2012), we
estimate that only 13 Tmol of CaCO3 is dissolved each year within marine sediments. These values represent
only 20.7% and 10.6%, respectively, of the total pelagic CaCO3 dissolution estimated by Smith andMackenzie
(2016). In comparison, Berelson et al. (2007) and Sulpis et al. (2018) estimated the modern seafloor calcite
dissolution flux at 33 ± 25 and 32 ± 12 Tmol/a, respectively. The low dissolution rates that we find compared
to observational estimates could result from an overestimate of the DBL thickness. Based on CMIP5 bottom‐
current speeds, to which tidal current speeds were added (see section 2), the CMIP5 model mean DBL thick-
ness is estimated at ~1.8 mm. According to observations, this value can be reached in the deep sea butmay be
too thick for a global mean value, generally thought to be thinner, from 200 μm to 1 mm thick (Boudreau &
Jørgensen, 2001; Santschi et al., 1991; Sulpis et al., 2018). The overestimated DBL thickness in models likely
results from an underestimate of the bottom‐current speeds simulated bymodels (e.g., velocities arising from
mesoscale and submesoscale processes). Overestimating the DBL thickness in a model where the dissolution
is limited by diffusion through the DBL, such as ours, underestimates the true dissolution rate and may
explain the discrepancy in the global CaCO3 dissolutionmagnitude identified above. In the following discus-
sion, we investigate the bottom‐current representation in models.
4.2. Modeled Bottom Currents
Under increasing atmospheric pCO2, all models tested here predict a bottom‐current speed decrease
(Figure 5), and these decreasing trends are statistically significant (Figure 5 and Table S2). On average,
Figure 5. Intercomparison of the resolved bottom‐current speed response of six Earth System and climate models to
atmospheric pCO2 accumulation. (a) World‐averaged, resolved bottom‐current speed changes relative to the beginning
of the simulation, as a function of relative change to atmospheric pCO2 for bottom waters deeper than 1 km and between
60°S and 60°N. pCO2 initial is the world‐averaged atmospheric pCO2 for the first year of each simulation. pCO2 values
for the models under the RCP8.5 scenario are taken from Meinshausen et al. (2011). The solid lines represent running
averages over a 5‐year period. Mann‐Kendall trend test (Kendall, 1975; Mann, 1945) results for each of the model output
are shown in Table S2. The dashed black line indicates the baseline. (b) Sign of the bottom‐current speed change
between the first and the last 30 years of the six simulations. The dark blue end of the color spectrum represents a case
where all six models predict a bottom‐current speed decrease, whereas the dark red end indicates the case where all six
models predict a bottom‐current speed increase.
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the six models predicted the world‐averaged, resolved current speed to drop by 6.8 ± 3.9% upon doubling of
the preindustrial atmospheric pCO2. As shown in Figure 5b, all models predict a bottom‐current slowdown
in several areas of the North Atlantic, the Equatorial Atlantic, and most of the Pacific Ocean, consistent with
the results of Cheng et al. (2013). This slowdown is likely linked to a weakening of the Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation and a reduced ventilation in the North Atlantic (Caesar et al., 2018; Pérez et al., 2013;
Steinfeldt et al., 2009; Thornalley et al., 2018; Wanninkhof et al., 2010; Zhang, 2008). Collins et al. (2013)
estimated that the strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation will drop by 12–54% during
the 21st century under RCP8.5. Likewise, in the Southern Ocean, anthropogenic surface‐water freshening
may cause a weakening in the production of AABW (de Lavergne et al., 2014).
Although the trend of decreasing bottom‐current over this century is a consistent feature across CMIP5 and
CM2‐O models, a comparison of these modeled bottom velocities with current‐meter observations shows
that below 1‐km depth, where most calcite dissolution occurs, these models consistently underestimate
bottom‐current speeds (Figure 6). Because neither the models used in this study nor our current‐meter data
set include tides, these discrepancies are due to a lack of resolved motions and physics, not to a lack of tidal
velocities in models. Only the HYCOM simulations successfully reproduce the magnitude of observed
bottom‐current speeds (Figure 6). Nevertheless, the correlation coefficient of the modeled, resolved current
speeds to the measurements for the HYCOM simulations are lower than those for the CMIP5 and CM2‐O
models (Figure 7). The correlations between output of the higher resolution models and the current meter
observations are not expected to be as strong as those of the coarser resolution models because of the diffi-
culty of colocating currents at high resolution. In fact, the correlation coefficients between the outputs of
higher‐resolution models and the currentmeter observations increase when the higher‐resolution model
outputs are smoothed onto the same grid as the coarser resolution models.
Mesoscale eddies carry a large proportion of the flow from the surface to the bottom and are only resolved for
ocean models with horizontal resolutions higher than about (1/5)° at ~30°N or S, (1/10)° at ~60°N or S
(Hallberg, 2013; Hecht & Hasumi, 2008). Thus, the three CMIP5 models used in this study have a horizontal
resolution that is too coarse to explicitly resolve these eddies. Instead, these models rely on a mesoscale eddy
transport parameterization (see Gent & McWilliams, 1990; Griffies, 1998). In addition, the use of
geopotential‐height vertical coordinates requires additional schemes to accurately represent bottom‐
following flows (e.g., Adcroft et al., 1997) and can result in their misrepresentation (Dunne, John, et al.,
2012). In Figure S5, we show that, in CM2‐1deg, the parameterized bottom‐current speeds associated with
the mesoscale are generally less than 5% of the resolved current speeds, except at high latitudes. Similarly,
using the Marshall and Adcroft (2010) mesoscale eddy kinetic energy framework, Melet et al. (2015) showed
that the resolved bottom velocities are generally higher than the parameterized bottommesoscale velocities.
According to Melet et al. (2015), the contribution of the parameterized bottom speed to the total bottom
Figure 6. Comparison of the resolved bottom‐current speeds betweenmodels and observations. (a) Ratio of the collocated
current speed from the CMIP5 model mean to current‐meter observations. (b) Bottom‐current speeds averaged over
378 current‐meter locations deeper than 1 km in the three CMIP5models, three CM2‐Omodels, and four configurations of
the HYCOM model (see section 5.2 for description of the models) as a function of the model resolution. The black,
thick line represents the current‐meter average. For simplicity, the CMIP5 models are considered to be of 1° × 1°
resolution.
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speed is of generally 1/3 (Angélique Melet, personal communication) although it is larger in the Southern
Ocean; see Figure 3 in Melet et al. (2015). Thus, it is unlikely that the unresolved, parameterized flows
account for the order of magnitude discrepancy between the coarse resolution models and the current‐
speed observations. Pearson et al. (2017) found that reduced water viscosity in models leads to stronger
bottom currents. The bottom‐current speed underestimation by CM2.6 is surprising, given its relatively
high resolution, and we speculate, based upon the Pearson et al. (2017) results, that the differences
between CM2.6 and the HYCOM simulations might be due to different viscosity coefficients (see, e.g.,
Griffies & Hallberg, 2000, and Wallcraft et al., 2005), or methods of applying bottom‐drag. We also note
that as model resolution is refined in the CM2‐O suite, the globally averaged bottom currents are faster
(Figure 6b). Finally, in regions of rough topography and strong bottom currents, submesoscale
instabilities might generate currents with velocities that exceed those resolved by models (e.g., Callies,
2018), which could explain some of the discrepancies highlighted here.
In brief, our results of 21st‐century dissolution changes being dominated by CaCO3 sinking flux variations
rely on several assumptions regarding future bottom currents, all of which could be verified by future
research: First, tidal velocities will not be impacted by climate change; second, barotropic tidal velocities
dominate over baroclinic tidal velocities near the seafloor; third, CMIP5 models accurately predict the trend
in the resolved velocities near the seafloor; and fourth, the trend in the (sub)mesoscale velocities near the
seafloor is dominated by the trend in resolved velocities. Notwithstanding, given that mesoscale velocities
near the seafloor are also projected to decrease through the 21st century due to anthropogenic CO2 emissions
(Melet et al., 2015), the overall bottom speeds—and associated dissolution rate—decrease could be larger
than what is reported here.
4.3. Global CaCO3 Dissolution and Sources of Uncertainty
Our results show that CaCO3 dissolution at the seafloor will be delayed by the combination of an abated bio-
genic CaCO3 delivery to the seafloor, bottom‐current slowdown, and alkalinization of bottom waters.
Nevertheless, model disagreements reveal large uncertainties regarding the role of controlling variables,
Figure 7. (Left column) Histograms of the distribution of resolved bottom‐current speeds corresponding to the 378 cur-
rent‐meter sites deeper than 1 km. Lines represent kernel density functions. (Right column) Correlation diagrams
between measured bottom‐current speeds and model‐simulated values. Both the current‐meter measurements and model
predictions do not include tides. Correlation coefficients (R2) are shown for each model.
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thus preventing the accurate prediction of CaCO3 cycling at the seafloor over the next century. Figure 8
represents the global 21st century calcite dissolution rate, computed from the CMIP5 model variables
using the sum of the TPXO9.1 tidal velocities and the bottom velocities as resolved by the models. The
standard deviation was computed using standard error propagation rules following Sulpis et al. (2018).
Despite large cumulative errors that hinder accurate future calcite dissolution predictions, a Mann‐
Kendall trend test reveals that the global seafloor calcite dissolution rate evolves during the 21st century
under RCP8.5 with a statistically significant increasing trend (p = 2 × 10‐5).
The uncertainty associated with the computed [CO3
2‐]SW was derived using the code from Orr et al. (2018).
In year 2100, the scaled‐up seafloor calcite dissolution rate is 25.6 ± 10.6 Tmol/a, statistically indistinguish-
able from the 2006–2035 averaged rate of 25.3 ± 16.0 Tmol/a, due to the wide error bars. As can be seen in
Figure 1, the modeled values of many bottom‐water variables are different depending on the model. From
the three CMIP5 models used in this study, the world‐averaged intermodel standard deviations for TA
and DIC are 40 and 66 μmol/kg, respectively, which represents more than 10 times the usual measurement
errors (Millero, 2007; Olsen et al., 2016). The computed bottom‐water CO3
2‐ concentration is, thus, highly
dependent on the model, which inhibits our ability to accurately simulate dissolution rates in the present
or future.
Given that the delivery of biogenic CaCO3 to the seafloor is the primary control on benthic CaCO3 dissolu-
tion throughout the 21st century and that the spread in CMIP5 predictions of CaCO3 rain rate is very large,
most of the uncertainty in our dissolution rate predictions originates from the CaCO3 rain rate uncertainty.
In fact, the standard deviation across models on the world‐averaged calcite flux to the bottom is larger than
its mean value throughout the entire century. Whether at the surface ocean or at depth, our inability to pre-
cisely quantify the CaCO3 rain rate has already been pointed out by Berelson et al. (2007). Similarly, experi-
mental investigations of the response of CaCO3 surface production to elevated CO2 conditions have reported
disparate responses (Fukuda et al., 2014; Maugendre et al., 2017; Pinsonneault et al., 2012; Wootton et al.,
2008). In the next century, while coccolithophores could initially benefit from elevated CO2 concentrations,
global calcification could ultimately be reduced relative to the end of the preindustrial era, under end‐of‐the‐
century RCP8.5 atmospheric CO2 levels (Krumhardt et al., 2019). Direct suppression of biogenic CaCO3 pro-
duction under seawater acidification is absent from many models or otherwise often highly parameterized
and probably overly deterministic. There are ongoing debates about what actually drives calcification, which
consequently should represent a priority for both experimental and modeling work (see Fassbender et al.,
2016, and references therein). According to results presented here, an accurate representation of the bio-
genic CaCO3 export and rain rate in Earth System and climate models should be a priority for future
Figure 8. Global seafloor calcite dissolution rate as a function of time, simulated by the CMIP5 model mean under the
RCP8.5 scenario (black line), accounting for the uncertainties associated with each CMIP5 model mean variable
(CMIP5‐intermodel spread) and their propagation into the computed dissolution rates (gray‐shaded area).
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model developments. This recommendation is in line with the conclusion reached by Boudreau et al. (2018)
on the role of a changing carbonate rain/calcification rate in enhancing or reducing CaCO3 preservation
over longer time scales. Independent modeling approaches suggest that the calcification rate is a central
player in acidification dynamics.
5. Conclusion
Calcite dissolution rates at the seafloor are controlled by a variety of processes that will evolve under pro-
jected warming and acidification. Whereas ocean acidification controls the thermodynamic potential of
the dissolution reaction, widening the gap between [CO3
2‐]SW and [CO3
2‐]eq, and driving calcite toward dis-
solution, the dissolution rate at the seafloor also depends on kinetic processes that are independent of solu-
tion chemistry, such as the resistance caused by the presence of a DBL above the seafloor, whose thickness is
dependent on bottom‐current speeds that are also projected to change. Traditionally, the balance of CaCO3
fluxes at the sediment‐water interface has been expected to shift toward enhanced dissolution in response to
any acidification event (Archer et al., 1998; Boudreau, 2013; Broecker & Peng, 1982; Eyre et al., 2018; Sulpis
et al., 2018). Our results show that within the 21st century, when various processes affecting the calcite dis-
solution rate at the seafloor are considered, the dissolution rate increase is lower that what would be pre-
dicted when considering bottom‐water acidification only, due to a combination of both a decreasing
supply of calcite from above and bottom‐current velocity. The general slowdown of bottom currents and
declining CaCO3 flux to the seafloor counteract the effect of ocean acidification on the calcite dissolution
rate at the seafloor. One should, however, be wary of simply extrapolating such results over longer
time scales.
Over more than half of the dissolving seafloor, benthic CaCO3 dissolution rate changes through the 21st cen-
tury will be primarily driven by declining CaCO3 rain rates. Thus, a better representation of CaCO3 settling
fluxes, as well as the CaCO3 production response to elevated CO2 concentrations, should be a priority for
future model developments. Even though most recent models strongly underestimate modern bottom‐
current speeds relative to field observations, partly due to the low‐resolution of the ocean component, all
models tested in this study consistently predict a global decrease in the strength of bottom circulation. To
accurately represent the magnitude and loci of calcite dissolution at the seafloor, models must better repre-
sent bottom‐water chemistry, bottom currents, and integrate a DBL module in which the DBL thickness
fluctuates according to the hydrodynamics at the seafloor. This work suggests that seafloor calcite dissolu-
tion in response to the ongoing acidification event and its associated CO2 sink may be delayed and has
important implications in our understanding of calcite dissolution and preservation and CO2 neutralization
on geological time scales.
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